
FRGB REPORT TO DPC:  14 September 2017

DPC/FRGB walk:  This took place Saturday 2 September at 11 am - thanks to all councillors who 
participated.  The overall conclusion is that we have made many improvements in the last year, 
and that all maintenance contracts are running efficiently.   
 
1.  CEMETERY: 

 Boundary Fence:  removing all the vegetation has highlighted the poor quality of the 
fence.  We will ask the contractor to make temporary repairs and allow (only) the ivy to 
cover the fence – this will not only provide a green, wildlife-friendly border, but should help 
to hold the existing fence together, until there is precept available to eventually replace the 
railings.  

 Rear Tap:  this will be fixed in the near future – stopcock needs attention.
 Next clean-up:  the next volunteer clean-up weekend is this weekend, 16/17 September, 

posters are around the village and the event is on the website.  FRGB agreed to fund 2 
skips for this and to cope with the additional waste generated by the boundary clearance.  
DPC agreement needed.

2.  TREES:
 Allotment Gardens:  the proposal to coppice Millennium Wood has been set aside 

pending the next tree survey in 6 months time.
 Hinxton Road trees:  Prior to takeover, there remain a few questions regarding the work 

that was done and these have been put to the management company.  As their survey was 
done 21/9/16 this probably means that DPC will need to request an additional survey (at 
their cost), to ensure that no works on the trees marked “review in 1 year” are needed.  
DPC agreement needed.

 The Green:  FRGB unanimously agreed not to accept a donation from residents to further 
reduce the crown of the 3 large lime trees.  As with all trees on Parish land, works will be 
carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the tree survey report.

3.  VERGES & FOOTPATHS:
 Rectory Road area:  This area now forms part of Buchans maintenance contract.  
 Overgrown shrubbery Highfield Close:  this is either residents', or District/County 

responsibility.  District/County are aware and have agreed to act on our advice.
 Duxford/Whittlesford boundary verge:  FRGB Chair met with botanist Ashley Arbon to 

discuss how DPC could support his proposal to manage this verge, with a view to 
protecting its exceptional biodiversity.  He will make a short presentation at this meeting.  
Fully support - no cost implications for DPC and no visibility issues.  DPC agreement 
needed.

 DPC responsibility to preserve biodiversity within the village:  FRGB chair has just 
learned that the Natural Environment & Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006 (section 40) 
states that we have a responsibility to conserve biodiversity (separate extract provided).  
Will discuss with experts and contractors the best way of achieving this and report back. 
(This is also a consideration for BF project.)

 Autumn leaves:  removal is not specifically mentioned in any contract, just 'clearance'.  If 
we want them removed, it may incur additional cost.  Buchans will come back to me prior to
October meeting.  Alternative is to ask handyman to collect and dispose of leaves in the 
lanes. 

 Long Lane:  a lot of vegetation is encroaching into this lane from adjacent properties on 
both sides and will soon impede progress.  Clerk will contact residents and the Wheatsheaf 
to request them to cut back and remove the clippings. 

 Track from Laceys Way to Moorfield Road.  This has been blocked by the construction of
a temporary car park for Greenacres site workers.  This is in line with the planning approval.
The public footpath runs from Moorfield Road directly across the field to Hunts Road.  The 
track around the edge of the field is private land and is not a public right of way – the farmer
is therefore entitled to stop the use of it at any time.  There is no public footpath connection 
from the one that crosses the field to Laceys Way.  The car park area will be returned to its 
previous use once the development is complete.  Website updated.



4.  MILLENNIUM GARDEN & BUS SHELTERS
 The 2 benches on Millennium are being painted in 'Jalapeno Green'.  Provided that DPC is 

happy with the colour, more will be purchased and used for all the painted benches and the 
bus shelters. 

 Propose to install a seat in the bus shelter on St Peter's Street as this remains the only bus 
shelter without seating.  DPC agreement needed. 

  
5.  WAR MEMORIAL:

 The 2 black bollards on the Hinxton Road corner have been removed.  
 Handyman has been asked to prioritise treatment of the bench with a wood preservative in 

good time for remembrance day.  
 DPC have asked SCDC whether they will fund a smarter litter bin in time for 11/11. 

6.  BENCHES & NOTICE BOARDS
 Refurbishment of benches in full swing.  Cemetery done, and Millennium Garden in 

progress.  War memorial next on list.  The Green bench can only be replaced next year 
unless we can use art fund money for a suitable bench.  One of The Green residents is 
expected to make a proposal for the latter.   Memorial bench on Grange road funded by 
parishioner will be installed soon.

 DPC notice board needs treating – handyman will be informed.

7.  TELEPHONE BOX
 Nothing to report.

8.  ST JOHN'S CHURCHYARD
• This area will be subject to an all-over cut next month, once all meadow plants have set 

seed.  

9.  LITTER & DOG BINS
 Still no news on our request for additional litter and dog bins.   Will keep trying for a couple 

more months, then will investigate if DPC were to purchase the new bins, whether SCDC 
would take on responsibility for emptying them with immediate effect.  

10. THE REC
 Travellers have left, gate is now secured, but need to decide whether addition security 

measures (e.g. raisable bollard – manual, not electric) should be put in place.  Councillor 
O'Grady will verbally report.

 Sincere thanks to Mike Butler for helping us manage our unexpected guests and for 
providing the equipment we needed to secure the area following departure.  

 Heartfelt thanks must go to our Clerk (and family), who gave up most of their long weekend 
to resolve the situation.  

11.  HANGING BASKETS
• Some continue to thrive and are very healthy, others not.  They are very work intensive and 

need daily watering when there is no rain.  DPC thanks all parishioners who have taken on 
this task.  

• There were 12 hanging baskets this year.  DPC to discuss how many to fund next year.  
Positions very much depend on finding willing volunteers, unless we agree to fund a 
contractor responsible for all watering and care.  DPC agreement needed.


